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About ARABAL
The Arab International Aluminium
Conference and Exhibition
(ARABAL) is the premium platform
for the aluminium industry in the
Arab world. It is hosted on rotation
basis by the primary aluminium
manufacturers in the region.
ARABAL is the premier event for the
Middle East’s Aluminium industry
and the only conference in the world
attended by every single primary
aluminium manufacturer in the
region, which makes the conference
of choice for anyone interested in
the Arab Aluminium industry.
Egyptalum is the proud host of the
24th ARABAL.
Since its inauguration in Kuwait in
1983, ARABAL has become an event
of international repute, bringing
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together industry leaders from
around the world to discuss current
issues in the aluminium sector whilst
also exploring investment
opportunities in the region.
The event takes place on 29th
November to 1st December 2022 in
Cairo, Egypt and will comprise
a strategic conference focusing on
the current industry prospects and
challenges, an international
exhibition, workshops and
networking events.
ARABAL remains the event of choice
for anyone interested in the
aluminium industry.

About Egyptalum
Egyptalum (Egyptian Aluminium Company)
is the largest aluminium producer in
Egypt and one of the largest in Africa
having a total annual production of
around 320,000 tonnes.
Established in 1969, the Egyptalum
Aluminium smelter is located at
Nag’ a Hammady, some 100 km
north from Luxor governorate and is
supplied with the electric energy it
needs from the Aswan High Dam.
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Egyptalum smelter has 6 production
lines and the company is further
studying a new production expansion
project, with the consultancy of the
US contractor Bechtel for the
development of the seventh
production line to increase its
aluminium output.
In a two-stage process, Egyptalum
aims to increase its production
of primary aluminium by 250,000
tonnes per year using modern
technology.

The prominent ARABAL conference
will unite the world’s aluminium
industry leaders.

Conference themes in 2022 will
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Arab Smelter Panel – Current challenges
future opportunities.
Meeting the booming demand post-Covid
with the tightness resulting from the war
in Ukraine.
Aluminium as a key enabler of a more
sustainable economy and a ‘green’
recovery.
Aluminium dashboard - costs, logistics
and input materials.
Aluminium SWOT analysis and forecast.
Understanding the market demand for
aluminium, sector by sector and update on
refineries.
Are value-added products the route for
better margins?
Impact of ESG clauses on Aluminium
industry.
Technology game changers in the
aluminium industry.
Meeting disruption in Aluminium sector
with Industry 4.0.

EVENT FORMAT
• 09:30 - 17:00 Conference Day 1
• 19:30 Arabal Gala Dinner

Pre-Conference

Day

29 November
2022

• 15:00 - 18:30 Pre-conference Workshops.
• 19:00 Welcome Cocktail reception.
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DAY

DAY

30 November
2022

1 December
2022

1

2

• 09:30 - 15:30 Conference Day 2
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15.00 – 16.30 Impact of ESG
clauses on Aluminium industry
• What is Environmental, Social, and
Governance
• How to embrace ESG and remain
competitive?
• Drivers for ESG clauses:
- Rising purchaser and consumer
demands
- Hefty regulatory fines and
government monitoring
- Boardroom and C-suite executives
are under pressure
- Changes in the labour force
• ESG initiatives for Aluminium.
• Technology’s role in the
implementation of ESG initiatives
for manufacturers
• Low carbon aluminium: pricing
transparency, integration with low
carbon certification, and verification
chain of custody
• Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism (CBAM)
16.30 - 17.00 Coffee Break
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• ESG challenges on project financing
• ESG standards - what’s the progress
on measurement methodology,
emissions benchmark, data and
reporting framework?
• Assessing pricing impact of LME
trading platform for sustainably
sourced aluminium
Diana France, Partner, HFW*
17.00 – 18.30 Meeting disruption in
Aluminium sector with Industry 4.0
• How is digital technology
challenging traditional business
models?
• Improving efficiency and
productivity through intelligent use
of the data and information
available within the smelter
- Impact on cost, quality and
customer satisfaction
- Better protection against external
factors
• Digital technologies and other

elements of Industry 4.0
- Impact on productivity
- Better control over the production
process
- Access to customers
- Better safety and environmental
sustainability
• How can producers leverage digital
technology to maintain their
competitive edge?
• Industry 4.0 in the Aluminium
industry:
- Digital production process and
control with digitisation
- Automation and robotics
- Big data
- Machine learning and artificial
intelligence
Speaker TBC
19:00 Arabal Welcome
Cocktail Reception
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08.30 – 09.30 Registration and
Welcome Coffee
09.30 – 09.50 Welcome & Keynote
Opening from Hosts and Arabal
Chairman
09.50 – 10.30 Official Exhibition
Opening and Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
10.30 – 11.30 Session 1
Arab Smelter Panel – Current
challenges future opportunities
• Uncertainty over China’s production
levels
• War in Ukraine and the impact on
prices with loss of alumina supply
• Economic, political and market
factors impacting production
• Gearing up to deliver a more
sustainable future
• Integrating ESG standards
• Advancing Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion (DEI) – are we being fast
enough?
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Moderator:
Julian Kettle, Vice Chairman of Metals
and Mining, Wood Mackenzie
Keynote Panellists:
• Abdulnasser Bin Kalban, Chief
Executive Officer, Emirates Global
Aluminium (EGA)
• Ali Al-Baqali, Chief Executive
Officer, Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C.
(Alba)
• Dr Eng Mahmoud Agour, Executive
Managing Director, Egyptalum
• Riyadh Al-Nassar, Senior Vice
President, Aluminium SBU, Ma’aden
• Said Al-Masoudi, Chief Executive
Officer, Sohar Aluminium

11.30 - 11.45 Coffee Break

11.45 – 12.45 Session 2
How is the industry meeting the
booming demand with the resurgence
post-Covid with tightness resulting
from the war in Ukraine?

• What are the plans to avoid
inventory depletion?
• Can we assess the consequences of
the forced shut down by the power
disruptions in China?
• What is the impact of the premium
of backwardation and of the
elimination of tariffs on key
commodities?
• Can we forecast the expected
demand from the solar power
sector?
Moderator:
Nicholas Snowdon, Head of Industrial
Metals Research, Global Investment
Research
Commodities, Goldman Sachs
Presentation:
Julian Kettle, Vice Chairman of Metals
and Mining, Wood Mackenzie
Panellists:
• Dr. Frank Jackel, Co-Founder and
Managing Director, Metalshub*
• Ivan Vella, Chief Executive
Aluminium, Rio Tinto*

• Paul Voss, Director General,
European Aluminium*
• Paul Williams, Head of Aluminium,
CRU

regarding metal supplies and the
Panellists:
sanctions on Russia
• Bjørn Kjetil Mauritzen,
• What’s the direct and long-term
Head of Sustainability, Hydro*
forecasted impact on transportation
• Hugo Brodie, Vice President – Group
and supply-chain challenges?
12.45 – 13.45 Session 3
CEO Office (Sustainability and
• What are the plans to overcome the
Aluminium key enabler of the path
Commodities Strategy), London
demand stress for scrap caused by
towards a more sustainable economy
Metal Exchange
the market drive to reduce carbon
• Jordon Kuschminder, Global Director
content on metal and the impact of
and a ‘green’ recovery
Social Sustainability, Head of Alcoa’s
slow logistics?
• How to support the role of
Social Performance Management
aluminium as a beacon for the
Unit, Alcoa*
Moderator:
circular economy?
• Representative, Aluminium
Edgardo Gelsomino, Research Director,
Climate-Aligned Finance Working
Wood Mackenzie
• What are the steps being taken
towards greener aluminium namely
Group*
the platform for low-carbon
Panellists:
aluminium and supply-chain
• Christopher Cook, Managing
decarbonisation collaboration?
Director UAE, Oman and Qatar,
Maersk*
• Capturing the opportunities in new
13.45 - 14.45 Lunch
mobility and smart and
• Ehab El Alwany, Head-Marketing
14:45 – 15.45 Session 4
environmentally friendly cities
Sector, Egyptalum
Aluminium dashboard – costs, logistics, • Ingrid Jörg, Chair, European
of the future
input materials
• What examples do we have of
Aluminium*
• Mohammed A. Al Hunaini, Vice
legislative/regulatory support for
• How has the industry weathered
infrastructure, recycling and
President, Operation– Smelter,
rising power and input materials
low-emissions production?
Ma’aden
costs? Are there regional
• Simon Storesund, Chief Supply
differences in the approach?
Moderator:
Chain & Bus. Dev. Officer, Emirates
Global Aluminium (EGA)
Zaid Aljanabi, Principal Consultant,CRU • Overcoming the logistical challenges
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• Waleed Tamimi, Chief Supply Officer, increased OEE.
Gunther Schober, Sales Manager, PSI
Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C. (Alba)
Metals Non Ferrous GmbH
15:45 – 15.55 Spotlight on new
developments
One further step towards sustainable
aluminium production: New cathode
design achieving 0.5 to 1 kWh/kg
energy saving even on modern 600 kA
cells while increasing cell life,
improving safety, and decreasing
specific aluminium production cost
Rene von Kaenel, President & CEO,
KAN-NAK
15.55 - 16.05 Spotlight on new
developments
Digitalisation as sustainability
catalyser:
Efficiency of the production plant:
structuring how best to produce, the
ideal time to produce, the optimised
yield and reduced material movements
resulting in savings in cost across all
levels – production costs, energy costs,
material costs, handling costs and
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Panellists:
• Abdul-Majid Mohamed Shamroukh,
Pot Room Manager, Egyptalum
• Daniel Briesemann, Analyst
16.05 – 16.15 Spotlight on Carbon
Commodities, Commerzbank*
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) • Ghannam Al Ghannam, Vice
President, Aluminium Sales &
Speaker TBC
Marketing, Ma’aden
16.15 – 17.15 Session 5
• Teresita Larrain, Manager Strategic
Aluminium market SWOT – Strength,
Sourcing, Novelis*
Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat
analysis and forecast
17.15 End of Day One
• Assessing the sources of disruption
for the aluminium industry – can
they be turned into opportunities?
• What are the current industry
drivers for growth and expansion?
• Besides logistics and political
landscape, what are the
industry-specific challenges and
risks? How quickly do we anticipate
a two-tier pricing system deriving
from carbon taxes in the EU, USA
and Japan?
Moderator:
Christoph Eibl, CEO, Tiberius
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08.30 – 09.30 Welcome Coffee
09.30 – 09.45 Welcome Address
09.45 – 10.55 Session 6
Understanding the market demand for
aluminium sector by sector and update
on refineries
Moderator:
Miles Prosser, Secretary General,
International Aluminium Institute
Quick- fire presentations
09.55 – 10.05 Automotive industry
– versatility, improved safety, lower
environmental impact and increased
demand for EVs.
Christian Bahoo, Head of Government
Affairs and Market Communications,
Importer Regions, BMW Group
10.05 – 10.15 Aerospace – meeting the
demands of a high-spec industry.
10.15 – 10.25 Packaging – Aiming even
higher with can-to-can recycling.
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Speaker TBC
10.25 – 10.35 Power Sector – from
traditional supplier to close partner in
the energy transition supporting shift
to renewables.
Speaker TBC
10.35 – 10.45 Mozal Aluminium –
Rebuilding a country, being the biggest
employer and the largest private
investment in the country
Samuel Gudo, Vice President
Operations, Mozal Aluminium*
10:45 – 10:55 Spotlight on new
developments – Future Cities/Energy
Transition Presentation
Speaker TBC
10:55 – 11:05 Spotlight on new
developments
GCC’s first plant for premium quality
Aluminium grain refiners and master
alloys, critical products for the
casthouses:
Reducing lead times and strengthening

supply chains for the Aluminium
industry in the region and neighbouring
markets, to meet global
economies’ reboot and capacity
expansions
Enrique Sela, Bahrain Country Manager,
Aleastur
11.05 - 11.30 Coffee Break
11.30 – 12.30 Session 7
Are VAPs – Value Added Products the
route to better margins?
• What is the growth share of VAPs?
• Can we evaluate the incremental
cost and potential earnings in both
domestic and foreign markets across
VAPs?
• Understanding producers’
competitive position What will be
the drivers of future demand?
Moderator:
Marlen Bertram, Director – Scenarios &
Forecasts, International Aluminium
Institute (IAI)*

Presentation:
Zaid Aljanabi, Principal Consultant,
CRU
Panellists:
• Agnello Borim, Chief Operating
Officer, Sohar Aluminium
• Ghannam Al Ghannam, Vice
President, Aluminium Sales &
Marketing, Ma’aden
• Khalid A Latif, Chief Marketing
Officer, Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C.
(Alba)
• Nicholas Boyd-Mathews, Executive
Director, Chief Investment Officer,
Eden Asset Management*
12.30 – 12.45 Spotlight on new
developments Technology Showcase
Speaker TBC
12.45 – 13.45 Session 8
The Future is now - Technology GameChangers in the Aluminium industry
such as Internet of Things (IoT) and
deployment of Machine Learning (ML)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
• Impact of the IoT as an ecosystem of
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connected machines, equipment,
Technology Officers from Smelters*
devices and physical objects and of
the deployment of Machine
13.45 – 14.15 Arabal outreach
Learning (ML) and Artificial
collaboration for growth.
Intelligence (AI) solutions to
improve process control?
Speakers TBC
• Potential cost savings by forecasting
14.15 – 14.30 Closing Session
equipment failures and process
deviations through data analytics
14.30 - 15.30 Lunch
• How can we safely maximise
production, reduce raw material
costs, and optimise energy
consumption?
• What is the digital twin concept
in control and monitoring allows
real-time simulation of the process,
advanced control and remote
expertise
Moderator:
Mark Ashwin, General Manager - Mining
and Metals EAM, Bechtel Corporation
Panellists:
• Bodo Koerber, Partner, McKinsey &
Company*
• Wesam Alghamdi, Vice President,
Strategy, Ma’aden
• TBC, Egyptalum
• Chief Power Officer/ Chief

Conference Delegate Booking
Book your place today at the
leading aluminium conference in
the region:
• $2,000 – Standard
Registration Fee from 3rd
August 2022 to 1st October
2022.
• $2,200 – late Registration
Fee after 1st October 2022.
The fee includes access to all
conference sessions, workshop,
functions, exhibition and
speaker presentations after the
event.
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DELEGATE JOB TITLE
2019 Conference Attendee Profile

18%
22% 14%
18% 22%
14%

CEO/ Vice President
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Others

Consultant / Advisor / Researcher

26%
26%

20%
20%

General Manager / Director / Supervisor

Sales and marketing

2019 Conference Attendee Profile

DELEGATE GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

13%
13% 50%
50% 23%
23% 14%
14%
US / Canada
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GCC

Europe

Asia

EXHIBITION & SPONSORSHIP
Alongside the ARABAL conference there will be
a two-day, international exhibition.
The ARABAL exhibition gathers the biggest
names in the aluminium sector from across the
globe.
Featuring specialists from the complete
industry spectrum – upstream, midstream and
downstream, the exhibition is free for visitors to
attend.
Book your stand to join the biggest names in the
aluminium industry and meet with hundreds of
potential customers as well as:
• Network and do business with the most
influential people in the industry.
• Find business partners in the Middle East.
• Showcase your products and services to a
captive audience of high level professionals.
• Meet buyers and generate new leads.
• Learn about the latest projects and prospects
available in the region.
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EXHIBITION COSTS:
SPACE ONLY 		
$495 / m2
(Minimum 15 m2)
Includes exhibition space, security, cleaning, catalogue
entry and website listing.
SHELL SCHEME
$540 / m2
(Minimum 9 m2)
Includes exhibition floor space, rear and side walls,
fascia, carpet, electricity connection and consumption,
cleaning, security, catalogue entry, website listing and 1
table, 2 chairs and 1 plug socket (per every 9sqm).
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SPONSORSHIP:
No other event offers you better exposure to the
aluminium industry and the primary smelters from
around the region.
Don’t miss the opportunity to:
Gain prime exposure to senior decision-makers.
Develop strategic alliances and joint ventures with
key contacts.
Showcase your technologies and services.
Position yourself as a key player in the industry or
region.

TESTIMONIALS

TESTIMONIALS FROM THE 2019 EDITION

“When ARABAL was first established, it was

“ARABAL is held in the GCC and Arab countries,

purely for GCC smelters, now ARABAL has
become an international Conference and
Exhibition, gathering all regional smelters,
producers, all stakeholders from various
geographical locations, making this event quite
unique. A major highlight of ARABAL this year is
the completion of Alba Line 6 Expansion Project,
with the opening happening next week, making
Alba the largest single site smelter outside
China. We are all proud to have this achievement”

and around 10% of the supply of aluminium in the
world is coming from these smelters so it’s very
important to hear from the suppliers point of
view and to have all the suppliers and
producers gathered together in the same
platform at the same time and this will bring and
shape the future of the aluminium supply in the
future. This year is especially very important as
we have the expansion of Alba Line 6, which we
are very happy to have in the region and this year
is another step in the success story of ARABAL in
the future.“

Ali Al Baqali
Chief Executive Officer, Aluminium
Bahrain (Alba)

“ARABAL is no longer a regional event, it is

actually a global event.
There are clients, suppliers, principals,
manufactures from all over the world that come
here once a year to exhibit what they do, what
new technologies are available to the market and
to the industry as a whole, what the future and
strategic plans of the industry is going, and this is
a critical event who anybody who’s interested in
should attend.
We have been participating every year, this year
in particular we are the platinum sponsors and we
plan to do more and more every single year.“
Mishal Al Shoala
Chairman, Gulf Markets International W.L.L.
(GMI)
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Ghannam Al-Ghannam
Director of Sales and Marketing, Ma’aden

“ARABAL is important for all stakeholders

involved in the aluminium industry and is one
of the best events for the aluminium industry.
I believe this year we have reached the highest
attendance of delegates with more than 450
people, which shows another level of success by
the event. We look forward to hosting ARABAL in
Egypt next year and further increase the level of
attendance.“
Ehab El Alwany
Sales Manager, Egyptalum
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For more information about sponsorship opportunites
and other participation packages,
please contact - Mamdouh Elgohary
+44 20 3463 1028
+20 114749 8888
m.elgohary@bme-global.com
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